Education of the Poor Digest, Parl. Papers 1819 (224)
This gives details of the day schools and Sunday schools that provided free or lowcost education to children from the ‘working-classes’, including those schools that
educated a few poorer pupils alongside the children of those who could afford full
fees. The following two consecutive entries, for a large and a small village, give a
flavour of the type of information this return contains:
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As with any historical source, you need to consider any possible bias. It is interesting
that in Hathern, where only 10 boys attended a day school from a total population of
over a thousand, the rector thought there were sufficient educational opportunities in
the village. He probably thought that what was taught at Sunday school was enough
of an education for the poorer classes, even though it may have been little more than
the church catechism, Bible stories and some reading. There appears also to be
some disagreement between the rector and the schoolmaster, with the rector
believing the master was neglecting his duties.

